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Abstract

The concept of homology lies in the heart of comparative biological science. The

distinction between homology as structure and analogy as function has shaped the

evolutionary paradigm for a century and formed the axis of comparative anatomy and

embryology, which accept the identity of structure as a ground measure of relatedness.

The advent of single‐cell genomics overturned the classical view of cell homology by

establishing a backbone regulatory identity of cell types, the basic biological units

bridging the molecular and phenotypic dimensions, to reveal that the cell is the most

flexible unit of living matter and that many approaches of classical biology need to be

revised to understand evolution and diversity at the cellular level. The emerging theory of

cell types explicitly decouples cell identity from phenotype, essentially allowing for the

divergence of evolutionarily related morphotypes beyond recognition, as well as it

decouples ontogenetic cell lineage from cell‐type phylogeny, whereby explicating that

cell types can share common descent regardless of their structure, function or

developmental origin. The article succinctly summarizes current progress and opinion in

this field and formulates a more generalistic view of biological cell types as avatars,

transient or terminal cell states deployed in a continuum of states by the developmental

programme of one and the same omnipotent cell, capable of changing or combining

identities with distinct evolutionary histories or inventing ad hoc identities that never

existed in evolution or development. It highlights how the new logic grounded in the

regulatory nature of cell identity transforms the concepts of cell homology and

phenotypic stability, suggesting that cellular evolution is inherently and massively

network‐like, with one‐to‐one homologies being rather uncommon and restricted to

shallower levels of the animal tree of life.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Over 170 years ago, Richard Owen coined the term homology as

‘identity of structure regardless of form and function’ (Owen, 1848).

The descendent Darwinian distinction between homology as struc-

ture and analogy as function is founded on this recognition and over a

century has shaped the evolutionary paradigm of biology. The today's

concept of body plan relies entirely on this distinction to place the

diversity of complex organisms into a comparative framework in

terms of their outward morphology (phenotype). On the way from

Owen's rational archetype towards the cladistic ground plan (or

ground pattern; Ax, 1984; Hennig, 1965; Scholtz, 2004; Yeates,
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1995), the view of organismal structural identity has developed into a

dynamic and versatile concept based on phylogenetic principles to

capture a set of inheritable characters that describe a stem

evolutionary lineage or crown group ancestor (Budd & Jensen,

2000). The identity of structure as a ground measure of evolutionary

relatedness—and, hence, homology—has become the axis of compar-

ative developmental biology as well, where the first and fundamental

discoveries were made towards the understanding of universal

patterns of embryogenesis. It was then recognized that a discrete

animal body plan emerges only at a mid‐embryonic stage of

development, which was named the phylotypic stage (Duboule,

1994; Raff, 1996; Slack et al., 1993) to reflect the phylum‐level

conservation of morphological structures that are fated to become

definitive organs or body regions not necessarily sharing the same

function in adults. The recognition of deep structural homology of the

embryo has driven the fields of comparative anatomy and embryol-

ogy for decades towards the common truth that tissues and organs

originating from the same primordium (Anlagen) are evolutionarily

related (de Beer, 1954; Kowalevsky, 1866). At the more elementary

level of the cell, its structural characteristics have traditionally been

interpreted to define cell morphotype (Valentine, 2003). Observable

morphotypes (like astrocyte, archaeocyte, rod, smooth muscle cell

and so on) naturally delimited distinct cell types and were considered

homologous and directly comparable across evolutionary lineages.

Although the ancestry of individual cell types continued to be largely

debatable, it was considered common between lineages and was

largely linked to cell function.

The stance changed with the advent of single‐cell genomics, whose

technical innovations made it possible to directly measure and profile the

genetic background of a phenotype at unparalleled, single‐cell resolution.

Recent advances in microfluidics, nucleic acid sequencing and bio-

informatics have led to the emergence of high‐throughput methods for

estimating the transcriptome (a set of active/expressed/transcribed

genes) in several thousand‐to‐million individual cells per experiment

(Jaitin et al., 2014; Klein et al., 2015; Kolodziejczyk et al., 2015; Rao et al.,

2021; Trapnell, 2015; Zheng et al., 2017). In contrast to traditional bulk

transcriptomics, where gene transcripts are detected for a pool of cells to

obtain sample‐averaged estimates, single‐cell approaches (mainly, single‐

cell RNA sequencing [scRNA‐Seq]) supply an inventory to unmask

molecular identity of individual cells within potentially heterogeneous cell

populations of tissues, organs or a whole body (Shapiro et al., 2013;

Stegle et al., 2015; Tanay & Sebé‐Pedrós, 2021; Trapnell, 2015). This

technological transition overturned the classical perception of cell

identity and homology, with profound implications ensuing in our

understanding of the general principles that underlie the evolution of cell,

as well as ontogenesis and origin of multicellular life. This article

succinctly summarizes the current progress and opinion in this field, and

formulates a more generalistic view of biological cell types to highlight

how the new logic grounded in the regulatory nature of cell evolution

transforms the interpretation of cell‐type identity, its evolutionary and

ontogenetic transitions, changes the view of cell phenotypic stability, as

well as elucidates the mechanisms of morphogenesis and body plan

evolution, particularly in animals (Metazoa).

2 | CELL TYPES AS BASIC UNITS OF
COMPARISON

A hallmark of multicellularity is the coexistence of a vast diversity of

different cell types that implement different functions within a

multicelled organism. This phenomenon had been emerging multiple

times in the history of life, while true multicellularity only established

in eukaryotes and marked the origins of several stem lineages—

animals, fungi, land plants and green, red and brown algae (Burki

et al., 2020; Knoll, 2011; Nedelcu, 2019; Niklas & Newman, 2013),

thereby arguing that major selective advantages underlie this

fundamental transition. Unlike temporary cellular aggregates in

various protozoans, truly multicellular forms are clonal (e.g., Ros‐

Rocher et al., 2021). This means that all cell types in a multicelled

colony are realized on the basis of a common genome via cell

differentiation during successive divisions of the zygote. At least with

animals, it is now well understood that major gene families driving

true multicellularity had emerged already in their unicellular ancestors

(e.g., Mikhailov et al., 2009; Richter et al., 2018; Ros‐Rocher et al.,

2021; Sebé‐Pedrós et al., 2013) and preconditioned the primary

attributes of a spatially stable colony—cell adhesion, communication

and transdifferentiation (seamless, within cell‐cycle switching of

morphotypes). Therefore, the cell capacity to differentiate into cell

types was a game‐changing innovation that preceded and fuelled the

milestone transition to complex multicellular architectures consisting

of tissues and organs, whereas the cell types themselves comprise

the natural building blocks that bridge the molecular and phenotypic

dimensions, thus acquiring key significance as elementary units of

organismal evolution. Throughout this text, 'coloniality' refers to the

primary level of organization of animals as forms with true obligate

multicellularity in the life cycle.

3 | MOLECULAR SIGNATURES OF CELL
IDENTITY

For decades, cell types have been delimited phenotypically (i.e., as

morphotypes) on the basis of their structural and physiological traits

by means of microscopy and functional characterization. Therefore,

the discovery, description, classification and evolutionary interpreta-

tion of cell diversity relied upon nonuniform (often study‐specific)

sets of nonstrictly formalized characters and character states, which

introduced noticeable subjectivism in the cell type definition. The

advent of genomics has made it possible to capture the genetic basis

of cell phenotype and facilitated hypotheses claiming that discrete

morphotypes are realized and maintained via co‐ordinated activation

of certain biomolecules that carry specific functions or subfunctions

and interact to form morphotype‐specific molecular machines or

modules (Alberts, 1998; Hartwell et al., 1999; Pereira‐Leal et al.,

2006, 2007). In this view, cell–cell similarity can be elicited by

juxtaposing the expression levels of individual genes—discrete,

directly comparable biological entities, thereby rendering the

comparison procedure more formalizable, testable and objective.
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The molecular modules underlying cell identity are organized into

complex gene regulatory networks (GRNs)—sets of interacting compo-

nents (genes and their products, RNAs or proteins), which control the

expression of target genes (e.g., Erwin & Davidson, 2009). On top of this

regulatory hierarchy are genes encoding transcription factors (TFs, also

termed trans‐regulators or terminal selectors), the proteins that

specifically recognize and bind short conserved strings in genomic

DNA (TF‐binding sites or motifs clustered in so‐called enhancer and

promoter regions, collectively also referred to as cis‐regulators), whereby

they form complexes with other proteins (other TFs and cofactors) and,

ultimately, with the RNA polymerase II enzyme as part of the promoter‐

occupying basal transcriptional apparatus, enabling the latter to initiate

transcription of downstream‐regulated genes into their messenger

RNAs; these target genes may also encode TFs (mediating their own

GRNs or providing autoregulatory feedback) or end‐function genes (also

termed effector genes), which finally enact the observed cell

morphotype‐specific traits (structural and physiological; Hobert, 2008;

Peter & Davidson, 2015; Spitz & Furlong, 2012; Wolpert et al., 2019).

The critical role of terminal selectors in dictating cell identity has

been extensively documented and experimentally verified in various

biological settings, including the conversion of fibroblasts to striated

muscle cells (Davis et al., 1987), neural and ectoderm specification

(Deneris & Hobert, 2014; Dillon et al., 2022; Leon et al., 2022), as

well as the prominent involvement of homeodomain TFs (e.g., HOX

proteins) in a plethora of biological processes during embryo‐ and

organogenesis, axial and tissue patterning, limb formation and so on

(e.g., Bürglin & Affolter, 2016). Many TFs predate the Metazoa in

evolutionary origin (e.g., Brunet & King, 2017, 2022; de Mendoza &

Sebé‐Pedrós, 2019; Fairclough et al., 2013; Grau‐Bové et al., 2017;

López‐Escardó et al., 2019; Sebé‐Pedrós & de Mendoza, 2015; Sebé‐

Pedrós et al., 2016) and act deep within primal cell plasticity control

mechanisms. It has been demonstrated that forced expression/

activation or repression/disturbance of (sometimes single) key TFs is

sufficient to alter cell identity, change cell‐fate decisions along the

differentiation route or even return the cell to totipotency, a baseline,

early blastomere‐like state with unrestricted potential to reproduce

all cell lineages and give rise to a clonal embryoid (e.g., Amadei et al.,

2022; de Silva et al., 2022; DuBuc et al., 2020; Graf & Enver, 2009;

Lau et al., 2022; Minnoye et al., 2020; E. S. Wong et al., 2020).

This well‐argued logic of GRN‐driven cell identity specification

implies the existence of ‘signature genes’ that maintain a cell type and

distinguish it from other types at the level of gene expression. Among

those, terminal selectors will serve as an apt proxy of active GRNs

mediating the activation of various effector genes. Taking the reasoning

that TFs are of an ancient age, and that regulatory connections are more

evolutionarily constrained (vs. end‐function gene usage), they are

expected to comprise the bona fide genetic markers of evolutionary

relatedness and, therefore, better elucidate cell‐type homology. The

combination of terminal selectors with more numerous effector genes, all

of which exhibit cell type‐specific (statistically correlated) expression,

reflects the identity of a given cell type and can be compared between

types to infer relatedness and interpret differences in the end‐function

complement of cell type‐specifying genes. It is important to note that in

cross‐species comparisons, homology can only be inferred from the

shared signature genes that comply with the orthology requirement,

where each gene is represented by descendants of a gene lineage that

vertically mirrors the evolutionary path of speciation (orthologues),

excluding those of any parallel lineages resulting from gene family‐

specific duplications (paralogues). After putative homology has been

established, the paralogous structure of signature genes can be

interpreted between homologous cell types to explore various aspects

of cell type evolution, including adaptive shifts in cell function or

physiology driven by gene family‐specific events like duplications or

recombination/hybridization‐associated transfers. Not straying beyond

the scope into more technical details (e.g., see Tanay & Sebé‐Pedrós

[2021]), orthology identification remains a state‐of‐the‐art of any

analytic pipeline and benefits from the choice of more functionally

and structurally conserved genes, such as TFs, other regulator or key

effector genes.

The GRN‐based view of cell identity has met with empirical appraisal

at the level of single cells in the first comprehensive whole‐body scRNA‐

Seq studies of bilaterian and nonbilaterian animals (e.g., J. Cao et al.,

2017; Sebé‐Pedrós, Chomsky, et al., 2018, Sebé‐Pedrós, Saudemont,

et al., 2018). Since their divergence in the Precambrian over half a billion

years ago (Dohrmann & Wörheide, 2017), the sponges (Porifera),

ctenophores (comb jellies; Ctenophora), placozoans (Placozoa), cnidarians

(Cnidaria) and bilaterians (Bilateria) have inherited an extensive common

suite of TFs, chromatin modifiers and remodellers, suggesting the

existence of pan‐metazoan (and older) regulatory mechanisms for

orchestrating cell‐type specification and maintenance (Putnam et al.,

2007; Ryan et al., 2013; Srivastava et al., 2008, 2010). In scRNA‐Seq

assays, it was found that TFs are indeed much more cell‐type specific

(statistically significantly enriched) in their expression compared with all

other genes, with each cell type being uniquely marked by some active

TF(s). This situation is consistent with the GRN‐based logic and

underpins the existence of cell‐type signature genes, among which the

terminal selectors operate as drivers of cell identity and can be

potentially used to discern cell types and their affinities. An appealing

expectation would be that the cell‐type boundaries derived from scRNA‐

Seq data inherently reflecting the activity of ‘molecular machines’ would

also demarcate the observed cell morphotypes, thus establishing

transparent homology of basic biological units—the cells—at the three

basic levels of organization—genotype, regulation and phenotype.

Instead, as explicated below, the fundamental discovery has been that

this expectation is not fulfilled, thereby disclosing intrinsic gaps in our

understanding of the biological nature of cell type and a demand for its

conceptual rethinking.

4 | SHAKING THE OLD KNOWLEDGE:
MORPHOTYPE DOES NOT DESCRIBE CELL
IDENTITY

A revelation of the pioneering whole‐body scRNA‐Seq assays in

animals was the inference of distinct, transcriptionally coherent

clusters of signature gene‐expressing single cells (single‐cell

RUSIN | 3 of 20
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expression profiles) that correspond to morphologically

indistinguishable cell types within the same organism. This implies

that similar (or identical) cell morphologies may implement different

functions and—potentially—have different origins.

Instantiating the findings in nonbilaterians, a sponge exhibited

several transcriptionally distinct but phenotypically cryptic types of

choanocytes, archaeocytes, pinacocytes and collagen cells; a

placozoan—a cryptic diversity of peptidergic and ciliated epithelial

cells; a ctenophore—genetically heterogeneous muscle, digestive and

epithelial cells, diverse neuronal types with no coherent expression of

canonical pan‐neuronal bilaterian or cnidarian signature genes

(despite having clearly neuronal morphologies; see Burkhardt &

Jékely [2021] for an exceptional later finding of a bilaterian‐like

neuronal type from the same single‐cell data), as well as the majority

of types that could not be assigned to any known function, with many

being strongly associated with unannotated, often ctenophore

lineage‐specific, proteins (Sebé‐Pedrós, Chomsky, et al., 2018); a

cnidarian—heterogeneity within gastrodermis, epidermis, gland/

secretory cells and, especially, neurons, the latter cryptic repertoire

being considered a lineage‐specific innovation (Sebé‐Pedrós,

Saudemont et al., 2018).

The situation is similar with bilaterian animals. For instance, a

relatively simple animal, the nematode, reveals heterogeneity of body

wall muscles, intestine, sheath cells and, to a large extent, the neurons (J.

Cao et al., 2017). As complexity increases towards vertebrates

(craniotes), organisms begin to exhibit rich heterogeneity landscapes

for most cell populations, as documented in high‐resolution atlases of

single‐cell transcriptomes of tissues, organs, whole organisms or

ontogenetic stages (embryonic, larval or organogenetic). The following

references are intended to acquaint the interested reader with the recent

single‐cell evidence on animal cell diversity in both model and nonmodel

species, which would not be appropriate to detail in a single review but is

still citable in terms of the number of publications. The wealth of scRNA‐

Seq data already generated is expected to grow rapidly and already

covers major animal lineages: Porifera (Musser et al., 2021; Sebé‐Pedrós,

Chomsky, et al., 2018), Ctenophora and Placozoa (Sebé‐Pedrós,

Chomsky, et al., 2018), Cnidaria (Chari et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2020;

Levy et al., 2021; Sebé‐Pedrós, Saudemont, et al., 2018; Siebert et al.,

2019), Acoela (Duruz et al., 2021; Hulett et al., 2022), Plathelminthes

(Fincher et al., 2018; Li et al., 2021; Plass et al., 2018), Annelida (Achim

et al., 2018; Shao et al., 2020), Arthropoda (Allen et al., 2020; Brückner

et al., 2021; Croset et al., 2018; Davie et al., 2018; Dillon et al., 2022;

Hung et al., 2020; Karaiskos et al., 2017; Rust et al., 2020; Slaidina et al.,

2020), Nematoda (J. Cao et al., 2017; Packer et al., 2019), Echinodermata

(Foster et al., 2020; Massri et al., 2021; Meyer et al., 2022; Paganos et al.,

2021), Urochordata (C. Cao et al., 2019; Horie et al., 2018; Sladitschek

et al., 2020), as well as the most densely sampled Craniota (Briggs et al.,

2018; J. Cao et al. 2019, 2020; Farrell et al., 2018; Han et al., 2020;

Hodge et al., 2019; Pijuan‐Sala et al., 2019; Regev et al., 2017; Shafer

et al., 2022; TheTabula Muris Consortium, 2018; Tosches et al., 2018; D.

E. Wagner et al., 2018).

Further ground‐shaking insight into the evolutionary structure of

‘phenotypic’ cell types was obtained in the first systematic attempts

to juxtapose ‘molecular’ cell types between phylogenetic lineages.

There, a whole new array of connections between traditional and

cryptic morphotypes were uncovered, where some reflected text-

book views and others expressed never‐expected similarities or

disproved the expected ones.

Comparisons on a gross timescale of divergence between

sponges, ctenophores, cnidarians, placozoans and bilaterians relied

upon the notion that phenotype‐specifying signature genes (espe-

cially, TFs, such as the HOX cluster) are often coregulated and

positionally linked within stretches of genomic DNA (termed

syntenies), which are preserved in animal genomes at a remarkable

level of conservation (Engström et al., 2007; Irimia et al., 2012;

Putnam et al. 2007, 2008; Simakov et al. 2013, 2015), with some

being obviously inherited from even deeper, unicellular roots of the

Metazoa (Simakov et al., 2022). By quantifying single‐cell co‐

expression of genes strictly belonging to microsyntenic linkages

largely conserved for over 600–650Myr, sponge archaeocytes and

pinacocytes were shown to be enriched in such ‘relic expression’

compared with other well‐delimited cell types and to share some of

strong and highly expressed linkages, thus suggesting a related and

more ancient nature of these cell types (Zimmermann et al., 2019).

Further, the expression pattern of a subset of linkages strictly

preserved between the sponge, placozoan and cnidarian exposed a

similarity between sponge choanocytes, placozoan peptidergic cells

of undefined function and cnidarian digestive filaments.

The more ancient origin of archaeocytes also finds support at the

level of comparison of sponges against unicellular animal relatives

from the Holozoa lineage (Sogabe et al., 2019). Archaeocytes

specifically upregulate the oldest, premetazoan genes mainly

involved in cell proliferation, gene transcription and translation,

similar to animal stem cells and proliferating stages in holozoans,

including a colonial choanoflagellate. Choanocytes and pinacocytes,

on the other hand, are enriched for markers of cell adhesion,

signalling and polarity, in agreement with their role as epithelial cells.

Opposing with the traditionally embraced homology of sponge

choanocyte and the choanoflagellate (which lies in the crux of some

textbook and modern hypotheses of transition to multicellularity;

Arendt et al., 2015; Brunet & King, 2017; Metschnikoff, 1886;

Nielsen, 2008; Remane, 1963; Ruppert et al., 2004; Salvini‐Plawen,

2009), those were found to be the least similar, with choanocyte

expressing mostly metazoan‐ and sponge‐specific genes, suggesting

its later origin and independently acquired (convergent) collar

morphotype (see also Mah et al., 2014).

Remarkably, some lower‐metazoan cell types revealed certain

components of synaptic communication integral to the molecular

machinery of bilaterian or cnidarian neurons. In sponges, presynaptic

genes were found to be specifically co‐expressed in a sensory

contractile type of epithelial pinacocytes, as well as in a new type of

multipolar secretory cells (originally named ‘neuroid cells’), which

were verified to possess vesicular apparatus and tightly enwrap

choanocyte microvilli and cilia; choanocytes and apopylar cells, in

turn, complement this ‘proto‐neuronal’ system by co‐expressing

scaffolding and receptor proteins of the ‘postsynapse’ (Musser et al.,
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2021; E. Wong et al., 2019). In placozoans, some lower‐frequency cell

types uniquely activate putative regulatory neuropeptides shown to

be implicated in placozoan locomotion behaviours via ciliary beating

control and to occur in elongated, vesicle‐rich epithelial cells;

immunostaining assays indicate that these cells co‐express synapto-

brevin, complexin and synaptophysin, the protein components of

vertebrate synapses (Nikitin, 2015; Sebé‐Pedrós, Chomsky, et al.,

2018; Senatore et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2014). In cnidarians,

nematocytes upregulate orthologues of a voltage‐gated calcium

channel and use it to control discharge response, thus revealing

excitatory neuronal properties (Sebé‐Pedrós, Saudemont, et al.,

2018; Weir et al., 2020).

A recent systematic comparison of whole‐body transcriptomic

atlases between a sponge, cnidarian and five bilaterians—two flatworms

(a tricladid planarian and a trematode) and three vertebrates (embryonic

stages of a bony fish, an amphibian and mammal), which took a special

algorithmic approach to account for the paralogous signature gene

complement in cell types was able to reliably establish three clusters

(families, with many‐to‐many similarity connections between members)

within this metazoan cell diversity—neural, contractile and stem cells

(Tarashansky et al., 2021). In consistency with the above mentioned

findings, the neural family has united bilaterian and cnidarian neurons,

vertebrate brain tissues, cnidarian nematocytes, as well as sponge

choanocytes and apopylar cells.

The contractile family has included bilaterian myocytes, cnidarian

myoepithelial cells known to possess contractile myofibrils (Buzgariu

et al., 2015), as well as sponge pinacocytes and myopeptidocytes, both

of which earlier implicated to be involved in sponge contractility (Musser

et al., 2021; Sebé‐Pedrós, Chomsky, et al., 2018). Notably, transcriptomic

similarity between bilaterian and nonbilaterian contractile cell types

extends beyond the core contractile system to also include orthologues

of the adhesion complex that facilitates cell interactions, actomyosin

networks that drive contractility, as well as some signalling pathways that

mediate contraction. This finding indicates that these molecular modules,

that is, their corresponding GRNs, were inherently co‐ordinated to

establish a contractile cell already in earliest metazoans.

The most compact (and fully interconnected) family has com-

prised invertebrate multipotent stem cells—flatworm neoblasts,

cnidarian interstitial cells and sponge archaeocytes. Its signature

orthology groups are enriched for genes involved in RNA processing,

translation and posttranslational modification, as well as—but to a

lesser extent—in cell cycle and DNA replication events, the latter two

categories being rather more expected for actively dividing cells;

several known stem cell‐associated TFs, chromatin modifiers and

remodellers have also been detected. Overall, these results suggest

that totipotency may be largely conferred on stem cell at the deeply

conserved level of epigenetic control, besides genome‐level tran-

scription regulation by TFs (Alié et al., 2015; Juliano et al., 2010; Lau

et al., 2022; X. Wu et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2022).

Deep molecular roots of animal cell stemness also become

elucidated from a comparison of whole‐body single‐cell atlases of two

hydrozoan cnidarians that diverged over 200Mya and represent

different, polypoid and medusoid, metagenetic life cycle generations

(Cazet et al., 2022). The study employed the cell type ‘alignment’

procedure developed inTarashansky et al. (2021), to quantitatively match

cell types between species, and used a phylostratigraphic approach

(Domazet‐Lošo & Tautz, 2010; Domazet‐Lošo et al., 2007) to assign

clade‐specific ages to genes maintaining the cell types. Among the three

hydrozoan embryonic cell lineages (germ layers), ecto‐, endoderm and

interstitial cells, the latter revealed highest transcriptomic conservation,

with nearly each interstitial type finding a match in another species, in

some cases with clear one‐to‐one similarity. High‐potency interstitial

types—germ cells, early neuron and nematocyte progenitors, and,

especially, stem cells—were found to upregulate the oldest, premetazoan

gene families, with the largest fraction of them shared between

medusoid totipotent i‐cells and polypoid i‐cells and progenitor types.

On the contrary, mature neuron and nematocyte types had either one‐

to‐many or many‐to‐many patterns of cross‐species similarity and were

enriched in younger, metazoan‐ (neuron) or mostly hydrozoan‐specific

(nematocyte) genes. The same applies to both epithelial lineages: ecto‐

and endoderm appeared to be enriched for hydrozoan‐specific genes,

with ectoderm being the youngest layer with fewest cross‐species

matches. Despite dramatic differences in epithelial morphologies

between the polyp and medusa, however, those do share some

epithelia‐specific gene families, thus suggesting common origin of their

underlying molecular machinery. Generally, this situation discloses that

more ancient and affine progenitor cells produce evolutionarily younger

and more genetically heterogeneous cells, which may or may not have a

direct match (one‐to‐one homologue) in another species, largely

irrespective of morphotype, even at a moderate evolutionary distance

between two hydrozoans.

The existence of several genetically related families among the

diversity of animal cell types also becomes clear from the first attempt to

build a proxy of cell type phylogeny as a dendrogram of pair‐wise cell‐

type expression profile similarities for strictly orthologous genes within

and across species (Wang et al., 2021). The study covered seven

representatives of the Planulozoa (the group uniting Cnidaria and

Bilateria)—a cnidarian, flatworm, nematode, tunicate and three verte-

brates, a bony fish and two mammals—to reveal that neurons and

muscles (striated and smooth, separately) form the most compact clades

in terms of uniting traditional morphotypes across species, in contrast to

the most heterogeneous epithelial and stromal types, thus suggesting

strong evolutionary conservation of neural and contractile GRNs.

Smooth muscles exhibit relatedness to a subset of stromal types. This

is consistent with the single‐cell‐based evidence that a planarian

flatworm muscle also acts as a vertebrate connective tissue (especially

fibroblasts) via extracellular matrix secretion and activation of key

patterning pathways for maintaining tissue architecture and regeneration

control, which promoted a hypothesis of common origin of muscle and

stromal cells from a mesodermal cell type that combined contractile,

secretory and patterning activities (Cote et al., 2019).

Cnidarian gastrodermis, flatworm phagocytes and nematode

pseudocoelomocytes reveal similarity to vertebrate immune cells to

form a dense ‘immune’ clade, thus suggesting common origin of

immunity and digestion (Hartenstein & Martinez, 2019). This

evidence fully recapitulates the classical Metchnikoff's phagocytic
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theory of immunity, where he posited that the roots of cellular

immunity lie in the common origin of macrophages and gastric cells of

lower metazoans (Metchnikoff, 1901; Metschnikoff, 1884). The

tunicate's membership in this clade for the first time predicts an

immune system in urochordate larvae.

The variety of observed cross‐clade connections presents an

intricate evolutionary pattern behind cell morphotype relationships,

which is yet to be disentangled and interpreted (see Section 7

for a discussion on cell—cell comparability). Such are the similarities

between some cryptic flatworm parenchymal types and immune cells;

vertebrate fetal stroma and proliferating cells (rather than adult stroma);

and so on. Complementing those is the recently reported distinct

bilateral single‐cell‐level heterogeneity of embryonic coelom in a sea star,

which unexpectedly exposes no equivalents of the left‐side pouches to

any of the embryonic cell types in a sea urchin, at the same time showing

strong affinity between the right‐side pouches and the urchin's special

primary mesenchyme cells (Meyer et al., 2022). Meanwhile, the left

embryonic coelom is known in all echinoderms to give rise to hydrocoele,

a water vascular system of the adult animal (Harrison & Ruppert, 1991).

Of special notice in this section is the commonly seen genetic

heterogeneity of cell types, with many, if not most, of them displaying

one‐ or many‐to‐many similarity connections across other types within

and between species. This means that certain portions of their

underlying GRNs become shared by cell types via particular evolutionary

mechanisms, whereas, at least, the ‘many‐to‐many’ structure of similarity

cannot be explained by linear evolutionary divergence of cell types with

time. A marginal illustration are epi‐ and endothelia (Cazet et al., 2022;

Wang et al., 2021): these cell types are highest derived in terms of both

their underlying gene content and age, display fewest one‐to‐one cross‐

species similarities and many inter‐type connections, suggesting their

role as a major reservoir of cell type innovation. The epithelial ‘phylogeny’

has been particularly demonstrated to have a more nonbinary, network‐

like structure, where strongest connections across phyla do not span

continuous paths in the species tree, thus precluding its explanation by

vertical evolutionary descent. Genetic heterogeneity inherently marks

novel cell types, as can be illustrated, for instance, with a report on sea

urchin's larval pigment cells: those are traditionally considered a

morphological and functional novelty of echinoid echinoderms and also

form a distinct cluster in the urchin's single‐cell atlas, while they turn to

comprise a ‘hybrid’ of immune mesenchyme and neuronal‐type GRNs in

comparison with a sea star (Meyer et al., 2022). The salient examples of

cell type novelty emerging via assembly of different labour‐executing

components can be observed among the exceptional diversity of

exocrine glands in insects (Brückner et al., 2021; Kishi & Parker, 2021).

5 | DEMISE OF CLASSIC ANLAGEN: CELL
LINEAGE IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO
EVOLUTIONARY DESCENT

The notion that differentiation of phenotypically (i.e., morphologically

and functionally) similar or identical cells is not strictly governed by

ontogenetic time course or a cell‐lineage precursor has been around

for decades, while always provoking controversy and debate in

various contexts in developmental and evolutionary science. This

lability is well documented even for relatively compact ontogenetic

cell lineages in a eutelic organism, the nematode Caenorhabditis

elegans, where all cell fates are precisely known: for example, as with

same‐lineage differentiation of phenotypically distinct muscles and

neurons (Sulston et al., 1983). More complex tissue‐specific lineages

in vertebrates (Emerson et al., 2013) and arthropods (Bayraktar &

Doe, 2013) are also known to produce markedly different (in terms of

both structure and regulator gene expression) retinal cell types or

neuronal and glial cells from common progenitors, respectively.

Further, equivalent cell phenotypes can derive from ontogenetic

sublineages as distant as different embryonic germ layers. A good

illustration is the de novo embryonic development of some of the

pharyngeal neurons from endoderm in the sea urchin, despite neural

cells being well‐documented ectodermal derivatives (Wei et al.,

2011). This ‘ectopic’ neuronal specification was experimentally

justified by detecting pluripotency factor expression in the foregut,

which persists even after normal endoderm specification by a well‐

studied GRN and maintains a downstream neural GRN, thus allowing

for the formation of neuroendoderm. A more recent study of

bilaterian ultrafiltration excretory organs showed that all basic

components of proto‐, metanephridia and the kidney—from podo-

cytes and flame cells to pore cells—share a conserved set of active

TFs and TF‐mediated end‐function genes, irrespective of the

component's origin from ecto‐ or mesoderm (Gąsiorowski et al.,

2021). Besides, grounding in the presence of the Pax‐Six‐Eya TF

network with a well‐studied role in sensory organ development

(Fortunato et al., 2014), as well as the activity of virtually all of the

nephridial TFs also present in otic vesicle, sensory hair or support

cells of the inner ear, the entire nephridial complex has been

suggested to constitute an evolutionarily sister subfamily to otic

mechanosensory hair cells, with their common ancestor hypotheti-

cally traced back to an ectodermal cell type combining water

propulsion, mechanosensation, reabsorption and ultrafiltration func-

tions associated in modern morphotypes with motile cilia and

microvillar collar (Arendt, 2021).

In nondeterministic development, cell fates in germ layers are not

strongly restricted. This follows from classical transplantation

experiments in mice, showing that transplanted cells adopt the fates

of a recipient germ layer (Tam & Gad, 2004), as well as from research

into basal animals, which exhibit no progressive fate determination in

postgastrulation layers, with cells being able to readily transdiffer-

entiate between types (Nakanishi et al., 2014; Sogabe et al., 2019).

Eventually, any potency for extensive regeneration would not be

feasible without breaking cell lineage boundaries by precursor,

pluripotent or stem cells during their differentiation towards the

target tissue cell types.

Most of the studies in evolutionary developmental biology

(evo–devo) rely on the molecular line of evidence to verify or detect

evolutionary affinity between differentiating cells and interpret their

homology. Recognizing that special experimental settings and

targeting of particular biological objects are required for generating
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a result, one should admit that these studies have only scratched the

surface of the real evolutionary complexity of ontogenesis. Today,

the emerging high‐throughput single‐cell and computational analytic

techniques are paving the way for systematic discovery of cell

homology on a tissue‐ or whole‐organism scale, including cases of

nonsuspected relatedness. For instance, such is the detected affinity

between some of the endodermal cells in zebrafish and small

secretory cells of ectodermal epithelium in clawed frog (Tarashansky

et al., 2021), with the latter comprising a not‐so‐long discovered

morphological and functional cell phenotype with a vital immune

activity in the frog's embryonic ectoderm (Dubaissi et al., 2014). This

affinity was inferred from the presence of numerous shared signature

genes, including conserved TFs and effector genes involved in

vesicular protein trafficking, which all turned to have well‐

documented roles in the specification of secretory cells.

Based on the foregoing, the knowledge grasped from earlier

studies and augmented with today's single‐cell‐based evidence spells

the demise of the germ‐layer concept of homology from comparative

anatomy and embryology (de Beer, 1954; Kowalevsky, 1866) and

exposes a demand for new and holistic evolutionary concepts.

6 | AN EVOLUTIONARY CONCEPT OF
CELL TYPE

The corpus of modern evidence on evolutionary and ontogenetic

relations between animal cell types reveals a situation not envisaged

ever before: cells may or may not be related irrespective of both their

phenotype and cell‐lineage origin—within an individual and across

species, similar morphotypes may appear nonrelated, whilst morpho-

logically and developmentally (also at a germ‐layer level) distinct cells

may exhibit relatedness. The level at which cell–cell similarity

becomes evident in an objective and testable way is that of gene

expression, and it crosses through the planes of phenotypic and

developmental similarities. This new fact of life renders the Owen's

definition of homology at the basic level of the cell an elusive

concept, as identity is to be defined here regardless of all—structure,

form or function (and development), the scenario that needs to be

addressed from a theoretical standpoint.

6.1 | Regulatory isolation drives cell‐type evolution

Clonally multicellular organisms, such as Metazoa, reproduce the

colonial body each time anew from a single cell, with all cell types

being necessarily rebuilt within lifetime on the basis of the same

genome. Naturally, specification of each cell type is to be defined by

selective expression, regulation and interaction of key molecular

modules, which realize and maintain a cell state. Simplistically, this

selectivity means that certain portions of the common genome

become accessible or inaccessible to the cell transcription machinery

to process cell type‐specific genetic information at a given timepoint

in a given cell neighbourhood. A succession of such spatio‐temporally

cohered events drives the formation of a spatially stable colony

through time and is referred to as the developmental programme.

Obviously, precise deployment of genomic instructions is primal to

achieving organismal integrity, as well as avoiding survival threats of

the exploitation by selfish cell types with altered development, as

occurs in cancer (de Silva et al., 2022; Liang et al., 2015; Libby &

Ratcliff, 2014), which imputes a principal role to gene regulation in

enacting the whole programme.

The spectacular regularity of cell differentiation and tissue

patterning observed in animal development, especially during

embryo‐ and organogenesis (e.g., Arthur, 1997; Kowalevsky, 1866;

Martin‐Duran & Marletaz, 2020; Richardson & Keuck, 2002;

Temereva & Malakhov, 2012), supplemented with the growing

genomic and transcriptomic evidence on molecular markers and

specifiers of differentiated tissues and isolated cell populations (e.g.,

Alié & Manuel, 2010; Arendt et al., 2004; Hirano et al., 2013; Lamb,

2013; Riesgo et al., 2014; Royuela et al., 2000; Ryan et al., 2013;

Seipel & Schmid, 2005; Steinmetz et al., 2012; Yanay et al., 2008),

have guided conceptual views to propose that a stable, recurrent cell

phenotype is uniquely defined by its molecular fingerprint, a set of

co‐expressed genes belonging to coregulated functionally cohesive

molecular modules (Achim & Arendt, 2014; Arendt, 2005, 2008)—a

statement largely confirmed from single‐cell data, as well as to

formulate a mechanistic model to explain the evolution of this

fingerprint via changes in its regulatory ‘core’.

This core regulatory complex (CoRC) is viewed as a set of co‐

interacting TFs, their cofactors and implicated genomic cis‐regulatory

elements, which control and determine cell‐type‐specific gene

expression (Arendt et al., 2016, 2019). Thereby, a CoRC resembles

a GRN (elementary or consisting of nested, downstream‐regulated

GRNs) mediating a set of end‐function genes. Importantly, this GRN

shows only partial (or no) overlap in components with other‐cell

GRNs, thus conferring the cell type an identity and (quasi‐)

independence to evolve separately from other cells in the process

of genetic individuation (G. P. Wagner, 2014) via selection acting on

this GRN‐specific phenotypic traits. The end‐function gene modules

coregulated by the same CoRC constitute the cell type apomeres (by

analogy to cladistic apomorphies defining newly acquired, clade‐

specific traits). When evolutionary change impacts apomeres but not

the CoRC, it drives the diversification of cell type into subtypes, all of

which comprise the bona fide homologous members of one cell‐type

family, irrespective of concurrent phenotypic divergence (underlain

by the diverging downstream‐regulated apomere genes). On the

other hand, changes in the CoRC lead to the diversification of novel,

sister cell types (Arendt, 2008), which themselves comprise bona fide

homologues with respect to each other. Such changes may occur via

sequence divergence, duplication or loss of individual TFs, as well as

their co‐option (recruitment) from other‐cell‐type CoRCs, the latter

process resulting in recombination (hybridization) of different CoRCs

and the origin of novel cell types by fusion (Arendt et al., 2016;

Oakley, 2017; Schlosser, 2021).

A CoRC‐based model provides an elegant conceptual definition

of the cell type as a population of cells separated from other cells in a
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multicellular colony via regulation‐determined, selective access to

common genomic information. By analogy to the speciation process,

which usually occurs via reproductive isolation of entire genomes,

cell types evolve within a cellular colony via regulatory isolation of

genomic regions involved in the deployment of cell‐type‐specific

gene expression pattern. The actual molecular regulators of gene

transcription, therefore, define cell type identity, whereas evolu-

tionary change in this regulatory core drives the birth and divergence

of cell types, determines their genealogy and, hence, innate

homology. By drawing the line between the regulatory and end‐

function complements of the cell type's active gene kit, the model

mechanistically decouples cell type identity from phenotype, essen-

tially allowing for the divergence of related morphotypes beyond

recognition. In terms of the molecular mechanism, a succession of

cell‐fate decisions in ontogenesis is not equivalent to the evolu-

tionary individuation and diversification of cell types, which explicitly

decouples the developmental cell lineage from cell type phylogeny.

6.2 | Epigenetic control is integral to deployment
and evolution of cell types

Ontogenesis, especially early development, is known to critically rely

upon epigenetic control of gene expression (e.g., Bird, 2002; Cedar &

Bergman, 2012; Chen et al., 2022; Du et al., 2022; Mariño‐Ramírez

et al., 2005). This regulation layer is, probably, at least as archaic as is

TF‐mediated regulation based on genome‐fixed features (i.e., binding

specificity of enhancer or promoter DNA primary sequences),

whereas it exerts control in a dynamic, reversible fashion over the

cell or colony's lifespan via a variety of nonmutational mechanisms

acing at the genetic‐ (DNA methylation), chromatin‐ (histone

modifications, commonly via acetylation and methylation; higher‐

order spatial chromatin remodelling) or posttranscriptional (non-

coding RNA‐mediated processes) levels. During DNA methylation

and histone modification, distinct epigenetic marks are enzymatically

introduced as modest chemical modifications on DNA and chroma-

tin's histone proteins, respectively, which regulate the activation or

repression of downstream genes via modulation of the intermolecular

interactions between the DNA strands and the protein transcription

machinery. This epigenetic landscape controls the responsiveness of

TF‐binding sites and, hence, their ability to regulate gene transcrip-

tion. Proper remodelling or complete resetting of the landscape stand

as the major factors of epigenetic reprogramming, which enables the

cell to enter toti‐ or pluri(multi‐)potency and safeguards the colony's

proper subsequent differentiation during development. In verte-

brates, this reprogramming is essential to convert terminally

differentiated gametes to the totipotent zygote producing an

embryo, whereas totipotency itself can be captured and maintained

in vitro from embryonic cells by sustained chemical inhibition of just a

few key enzymes, mainly chromatin modifiers implicated in gene

repression via histone methylation and deacetylation (Xu et al., 2022).

Recent cellular transcriptomic evidence reveals chromatin modifiers

among the markers of animal stem cells on a broad evolutionary

timescale, which suggests a pan‐metazoan epigenetic control of cell

stemness (see above; Cazet et al., 2022; Sogabe et al., 2019;

Tarashansky et al., 2021). It is becoming clear that epigenetic

modifications are universally employed by most animals and beyond

for executing deeply conserved regulatory functions, including

expression control of evolutionarily old genes, as well as that these

marks play vital evolutionary roles by establishing epigenetic

memories inheritable across generations (Keller et al., 2016; Vogt,

2022; Zemach et al., 2010). In jawed vertebrates (at least

osteognathostomes), parental epigenetic settings are reset in the

starting embryo via global DNA rehypermethylation or active local

methylation of enhancer regions, which leads to their ‘dememoriza-

tion’ and prevents premature, ectopic (and fatal to the embryo) firing

of adult, tissue‐specific enhancers and genes in early embryogenesis

(X. Wu et al., 2021). Widespread, active enhancer demethylation only

occurs later, during the phylotypic stage of development, when the

vertebrate body plan and definitive organs are shaped, and is almost

exclusively targeted towards genes with well‐established critical roles

in morphogenesis, including key developmental pathways, such as

Wnt, Notch and transforming growth factor‐β (Bogdanović et al.,

2016). This wave of epigenetic remodelling coincides with the major

transcriptomic and morphological transitions during the most

conserved, phylotypic stage of ontogenesis (Drost et al., 2017; Levin

et al., 2016; Martín‐Zamora et al., 2023; Uesaka et al., 2022; L. Wu

et al., 2019), thus suggesting the existence of an, at least, pan‐

vertebrate regulatory logic based on DNA methylation as a primal,

upstream regulator of phylotypic enhancer activity.

Importantly, DNA methylation and demethylation, as well as

histone modifications, exhibit clear signs of their genomic target

sequence specificity, meanwhile being implemented via distinct

enzyme systems. During enhancer dememorization, embryonic

enhancers become less methylated and remain operational likely

due to their lower CG‐content versus adult enhancers, which

essentially enables an ‘epigenetic gate’ to separate embryonic and

adult gene transcription in development (X. Wu et al., 2021).

Specifically, demethylated phylotypic enhancers display higher

evolutionary conservation of primary sequence versus early (blastula

or gastrula) or late (adult stages) enhancers (Bogdanović et al., 2016).

This comes in line with the evidence showing that transcription of

major developmental genes is regulated by poised enhancers, which

are genetically distinct from other distal cis‐regulatory elements and

become specifically bookmarked in progenitor cells with unique

epigenetic features that could contribute to their privileged regula-

tory properties during subsequent differentiation. These enhancers

reveal high sequence conservation for a number of vertebrate clades,

and some are evolutionarily conserved across all vertebrates

(Crispatzu et al., 2021).

The dependence of epigenetic control on sequence‐embedded

genomic features clearly suggests its involvement in the process of

genetic individuation as an important factor affecting regulatory

isolation of incipient cell types. The epigenetic layer of regulation not

only switches enhancers on or off in a stochastic, nonselective

manner, but also specifically affects particular sequence contexts,
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thus changing the interplay between active terminal selectors and

their temporal co‐ordination in the cell. A phenotypic (functional)

product of such variation will be subject to natural selection and,

hence, will exert a feedback impact on the relevant enhancers'

sequence composition and syntax by favouring certain conditions,

whereby converting epigenetic effects into inheritable genetic

properties, which can be fixed in evolution by a population of cells

diverging into a cell type. The same logic applies to promoter regions,

eventually making epigenetics an inextricable component of the

organism's developmental programme, with an imprint in genomic

and cell type evolution.

6.3 | From convention to reality: Cell types as
avatars of omnipotent cell

The epigenetic and genomic layers of gene regulation act via radically

distinct mechanisms but complement each other in an intricate,

agonistic system to shape cell types during both ontogenesis and

evolution. Current advances in cellular reprogramming and compara-

tive transcriptomics, briefly outlined above, clearly disclose concrete

molecular players enacting cell differentiation in both regulation

layers and demonstrate the spectacular plasticity of the cell—its

ability to morph between phenotypes, as well as molecular identities,

which may or may not be evolutionarily related. During normal

differentiation of totipotent early‐stage blastomeres towards termi-

nally committed functional somatic cells, many kinds of cells can

undergo reprogramming and dedifferentiate into an intermediate,

progenitor‐like state (completely or partially, adopting a stem‐ or only

immature condition), whereby they can re‐enter the cell cycle and

replenish the supply of other functional cells, for instance, lost upon

injury (Arthur‐Farraj et al., 2012; Brawley & Matunis, 2004; Jopling

et al., 2010; Kusaba et al., 2014; Rompolas et al., 2013; Sheng et al.,

2009; Tata et al., 2013). In basal metazoans, the sponges, cells

routinely transdifferentiate between types with maximal transcrip-

tomic (hence, evolutionary) disparity: for example, evolutionarily

derived choanocytes exist in a metastable state for a few hours only

and morph back into multipotent, ancient archaeocytes at no prior

cell division, the latter transdifferentiating into a range of other cell

types; juvenile epithelial cells also use an archaeocyte intermediate to

produce multiple other cells ‘bridging’ the sponge germ layers

(Nakanishi et al., 2014; Sogabe et al., 2019). Any stem cell is capable

of self‐renewal and acts like a hub that connects various sublineages

and routes of differentiation, with its degree of potency becoming

gradually restricted and more tissue‐specific as more intermediate

identities are committed along the route from the totipotent zygote.

On the other hand, one mature cell can convert into another mature

cell directly, without reprogramming into an intermediate. Direct

conversion is widely employed in vivo even in vertebrates, at least, in

response to tissue damage or other physiological stress (Tarlow et al.,

2014; Thorel et al., 2010; Yanger et al., 2013) and was shown to be

readily attainable in a range of experiments with genetic and

epigenetic factor induction (reviewed in Ladewig et al., 2013),

suggesting that it is commonplace in simpler metazoans. Terminally

differentiated gametes are reset, genetically and/or epigenetically, to

fully regain totipotency before embryonic genome activation in all

animals reproducing via germline.

The remarkable capacity of the cell to seamlessly morph between

identities of various evolutionary age and origin, changing guise and

function, coupled with knowledge of the molecular mechanics behind

cell transformations in development, regeneration and evolution, lead

us to recognize the classical, intuitive cell types (like neuron, muscle,

stem cell and so on) as nothing more than a convention. Essentially,

biological cells can be thought of as avatars (in Hinduism, avatar is the

manifestation of a deity in animal form; figuratively, an archetype, an

embodiment of an abstract concept), transient or terminal states

deployed in a continuum of states by the developmental programme

of one and the same omnipotent cell.

In 1957, Conrad Waddington introduced an elaborated version

of his ‘epigenetic landscape’, a theoretical framework to describe the

terrain of developmental choices negotiated by embryonic tissues on

their routes to become a mature embryo (Waddington, 1957). Over

decades since then, theWaddington diagram has been repurposed to

describe cell‐fate decisions and has become a widely used metaphor

for thinking about hierarchical lineage segregation and determination

in vivo and in vitro. The term ‘epigenetic landscape’ was originally

conceived to separate the ‘genetic’ component acting in evolution

and moulding the landscape from the choices taken in development

when the landscape is fixed. Past half a century, this designation has

literally acquired the new meaning, however, in a new context that

integrates evolution with development and implicates that hierarchi-

cal and unidirectional thinking is not fully applicable to development

and even less so—to evolution at the level of the cell.

The diagram on Figure 1 illustrates a more realistic concept, which

centres around not the hierarchy of fate but the deployment of cell types

in ontogenesis and their origin in evolution. Although it is challenging to

pictorially represent the organism's developmental programme, the co‐

ordinated dynamics of gene transcription lies in the crux of cell

metamorphoses, both in ontogenetic and evolutionary dimensions.

Generally, this programme is a modular hierarchy of segments, where

an elementary segment comprises a regulator–effector(s) linkage and can

itself be part of a higher‐rank, upstream regulation segment; the

segments are interlinked by regulatory (positive, negative, bi‐ or

unidirectional) connections into a complex, modular regulatory network

which changes dynamically with time as new regulators come into play

(e.g., by signal induction) or vanish (e.g., by factor depletion). A cell type

is, therefore, an instantaneous product of gene transcription realized by

the developmental programme in a multidimensional vector space or,

simplistically, on a landscape of permissible cell states. Peaks on this

landscape correspond to stable cell states (distinct cell types deployed by

time‐steady regulation modules) and the valleys—to intermediate ones,

which the cell needs to cross to reach other stable states (transient cell

types deployed by regulation modules in a process of their rewiring

during differentiation, reprogramming or direct conversion). The whole

colony formation is, therefore, described by a manifold of trajectories

that the developmental programme is able to travel between the peaks
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to bring the cell from one state to another during the process of

differentiation. The stable states remain transitive with respect to each

other, so that the cell can visit them in any direction at a certain depth of

a differentiation trajectory until no further regulation module rewiring is

feasible (e.g., due to epigenetic silencing of enhancers), which produces a

terminally committed cell fate and requires a special resetting for the

programme to proceed.

An avatar concept allows for high evolutionary flexibility of cell

types and does not predefine their number in ontogenesis, including

embryonic development and adult regeneration. As the developmen-

tal programme ultimately translates into the genomic order and

sequence of genes and their cis‐regulatory elements, it is the

evolvability of the enhancers that primarily affects the regulation

segment and module composition via the combinatorics of TF‐

binding motifs and their specificity for epigenetic control. According

to recent evidence, enhancers preserve their motif repertoire and a

special, TF‐interpretable regulatory syntax for hundreds of millions of

years. Once established, however, enhancers are maintained as the

basis of conserved regulation modules and can evolve through the

expansion, loss and integration of new TF‐binding motifs (E. S. Wong

et al., 2020), thus fuelling the evolution of cell types. Notably, the

integration of new motifs provides a mechanism for co‐opting

segments between modules, that is, for generating an experimental

diversity of novel, chimeric types by module fusion. If favoured by

natural selection, the invented modules eventually stabilize and

become imprinted in the genome as characters inheritable via the

omnipotent cell of the germline. The module origin and evolution are

well described (albeit not explicitly implicating the epigenetic

component) by a CoRC‐based model, which considers the CoRC

module an equivalent of cell type identity. However, biological cells

may be driven by more than one module and the modules themselves

may change dynamically in situ (see below). Therefore, this model

explains the stem principle of cell‐type origin and evolution via

regulatory isolation but may not suffice to describe actual cell types,

the living cells, as those are more versatile entities that may combine

or even invent identities.

F IGURE 1 Cell‐type formation in evolution and development. Biological cell types are recognized as avatars, transient or terminal cell states
deployed in a continuum of states by the developmental programme of the omnipotent cell on a landscape of permissible cell states. Peaks
correspond to stable cell states (distinct cell types deployed by time‐steady regulation modules; numbered and coloured) and the valleys—to
intermediate ones, which the cell needs to cross to reach other stable states (transient cell types deployed by regulation modules in a process of
their rewiring during cell differentiation, reprogramming or direct conversion). Type–type remodelling events correspond to trajectories (grey
curved arrows) that the developmental programme is able to travel between the peaks to bring the cell from one state to another during
differentiation in ontogenesis (blue horizontal axis). Cell types can share parts of the same regulation modules for deployment (Type 4 is
deployed by omitting one regulator [red triangle] from the core module deploying Type 1; all coloured arrows denote the modules' involvement
in cell‐type deployment in ontogenesis). In evolution (red vertical axis), cell types can emerge via module duplication events (in Species B, novel
Type 3 is realized by a duplicated [paralogous; pattern‐filled] core module of Type 2). Chimeric origin of cell types implicates co‐option of a
regulator from other modules within the same organism (in Species B, Type 3 recruits the green regulator from Type 1 into its active module;
unlike the duplicated core module, this regulator remains single‐copy in the genome, thus serving as a potential driver of concerted evolution in
Types 1 and 3; Type 3 is absent in Species A and pattern‐filled to denote its chimeric nature). Epigenetic regulation is implicated in deploying
Type 3 (dark red star and distinct arrow; this regulator is encoded distantly in the genome). Types 1 and 4, 2 and 3, respectively, are homologous
by the related nature of their underlying modules, whereas Type 3 is related to both Types 1 and 2 (producing a network region in the cell‐type
phylogeny for Species B; red tree on the right panel). Notably, in a cell lineage, Types 1–4 are deployed in a sequential order (as visited on the
cell‐state landscape), which produces the basic incongruence between the developmental and evolutionary trees of cell types (blue and red
trees, right panel).
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The number of cell states permissible for deployment in a cell

lineage is only limited by the robustness of the currently operating

regulatory network to adding or removing regulators, besides the

survival of resulting avataric phenotypes. For instance, an encounter

with a new, ectopic regulator (such as a protein factor, cofactor or

small molecule agonist) may dynamically rewire the network and alter

gene transcription pattern towards a new state and phenotype, which

are not encoded in the genome as part of the developmental

programme. This situation is feasible, as many enhancers remain

hypomethylated and responsive even after decommissioning, thus

forming a gene memory that can be activated once the affine TFs

appear, for example, due to inductive signalling (Hon et al., 2013;

Jadhav et al., 2019). Essentially, this allows for high flexibility of a cell

lineage to deploy ad hoc, ‘nonphysiological’ cell states that never

existed in evolution or normal development. Such cases are

particularly envisaged during regeneration, when normally separated

tissues come in close contact upon injury and start to receive ectopic

molecular signalling (see Rajagopal & Stanger, 2016). The cell capacity

to engender ad hoc avatars obviously bears critical adaptive

advantages to a multicelled colony in a range of natural settings of

exposure to extrinsic and unexpected signals.

An avatar concept essentially blurs the boundaries between cell

types per se by recognizing them as time‐steady cell states deployed

in a continuum of states according to an instantaneous equilibrium of

the cell regulatory network capable of rewiring in response to stimuli.

This thinking eliminates the internal contradiction that emerges from

the empirical single‐cell evidence of graded transcriptomic, as well as

functional, heterogeneity of cell types exhibiting transient, activity‐

dependent expression variation in a range of genes, including cell‐

type‐defining TFs. These varying manifestations of the ‘same’ cell

types hamper rigorous CoRC‐based interpretation of the real cell‐

type data and stimulated attempts to discriminate between cell types

versus cell states on the basis of formal or functional criteria

(Cembrowski & Menon, 2018; Poulin et al., 2016; Tasic, 2018), as

well as inspired views to consider transient types as a source of

evolutionary novelty (Erkenbrack et al., 2018). Understanding the

limits of transient within‐cell‐type variation has been also identified

as a key challenge for future comparative single‐cell studies (Arendt

et al., 2019). Meanwhile, an avatar concept naturally explains these

phenomena by recognizing that cell types in their strict definition

simply never occurred and that biological cells have a ‘relativistic’

identity depending on the instantaneous co‐activity of distinct

regulation modules, each potentially having a distinct evolutionary

history.

7 | IMPLICATIONS OF CELL TYPE
THEORY IN EVO‐DEVO STUDIES

The apprehension of principles underlying the origin and evolution of

cell types, probably, stands among the major generalizations of

biology since the embracing of natural selection. The discovery of key

molecular signatures in the active gene kit of single cells provided for

the first objective and testable criterion to capture backbone

homologies, which permeate the living cells irrespective of their

structure, form, function or developmental origin. Within the

emerging theoretical framework of inherently regulation‐defined cell

identity, what are the implications for comparative anatomy and

embryology in interpreting the evolution of cells, tissues, organs and,

ultimately, the body plans? What are the prospects to reconstruct the

appearance and function of ancestral cells and multicelled structures?

The notion that molecular regulatory mechanisms govern cell

phenotype and differentiation is grounded in robust experimental

evidence and is currently indisputable (e.g., see Ladewig et al. [2013]

for a review on experimental, factor‐induced cell conversion). Many

cell functions, such as neuronal or contractile activity, are thoroughly

characterized for their underlying regulatory pathways and specific

modulators. Provided with the currently well elaborated theory and

toolkit of molecular evolution, as well as an extensive genomic

sampling of model and nonmodel organisms, it is possible to reliably

establish common descent for most of the elements in these

pathways and, thereby, elicit innate homology of their regulated cell

processes, many of which are obviously conserved in evolution. It is

this knowledge from where came major insights into the incredible

transformation of ancestral functions that, being united under

common regulation, supplied the cell with new instruments.

Among the most studied examples of a novelty by assembly are

neuronal cells. Current evidence attests that major components of

the synapse—a defining feature of neurons—evolved through the

integration of cell exocytosis (secretion function), sensory and

cytoskeleton control, the receptor machinery of septate‐ and

adherens‐like cell junctions (adhesion function), as well as voltage‐

gated ion channels (flagellar motility‐related function) for electric

neurons, while the first neurotransmitters initially were likely

involved in mediating behaviour via cell response to injury (Arendt,

2020; Göhde et al., 2021; Moroz et al., 2021). Most, if not all, of these

components had emerged before the origin of neurons and many key

proteins—before the origin of animals, which makes it rather difficult

to name a specifically ‘neuronal’ molecular gain for synapses, because

the ancestral functions of these proteins were likely non‐neural.

Although sharing major molecular components that confer specific

subfunctions, neurons and their synapses have been ‘assembled’ in a

variety of ways across the ‘synaptic’ Metazoa, to the extent of their

virtually independent, convergent acquisition in ctenophores (refer to

Burkhardt & Jékely [2021] for a recent finding of an exceptional cell

type, which may provide a link with the ancestral, eumetazoan

neuronal diversity). Meanwhile, primordial pre‐ and postsynaptic

modules have already been coregulated in ‘nonsynaptic’ sponges (see

above; Musser et al., 2021) and may be considered a bright example

of apomeric module evolution.

Likewise and as mentioned above, cnidarian lineage‐specific

nematocytes—peculiar ‘explosive’ cells with a dischargeable stinging

organelle—began to coregulate an ancient sensory function, a large

repertoire of organelle‐specific proteins and a co‐opted, voltage‐

gated calcium channel engaged in filtering extrinsic cues to control

stinging response (Sebé‐Pedrós, Saudemont, et al., 2018; Weir et al.,
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2020), the channels being an ancient invention of unicelled

eukaryotes who still use them for flagellar‐mediated motility and

gliding (e.g., Burkhardt & Jékely, 2021). Due to the presence of the

commonly ‘neuronal’ genetic components, nematocytes were algo-

rithmically clustered within the neural family of cell types in

Tarashansky et al. (2021).

On a deeper, subcellular level where structures have always been

regarded as maximally conserved, the cilium reveals an unexpected

heterogeneity of its central apparatus' protein composition: two

recent proteomic studies of flagella in the Chlamydomonas green alga

identified ~40 novel candidate proteins, of which only 15 have

human orthologues, whereas the central apparatus' functionality and

ultrastructural morphology remain universally stable (see Samsel et al.

[2021] for a review). Certainly, this evidence does not question the

homology of eukaryotic cilium, although it does elicit that even

critically important end‐function genes are prone to significant

evolutionary change, which may not affect morphology or primary

function. As for cell‐type evolution, comparative single‐cell tran-

scriptomics suggests that paralogous substitution of functional genes

is a common feature of diversifying regulation modules in animals

(Tarashansky et al., 2021).

Overall, it is becoming clear that the only cellular entities

relatively robust against evolutionary change are regulation modules

and segments of the cell developmental programme that execute

small, tailored cell functions. This means that it is the homology of

these ‘elementary’ function‐linked units (below referred to as

elementals), not of the cell types, that is eventually established in

single‐cell transcriptomic comparisons. In this sense, it is the

evolution of the developmental programme that shapes cell diversity

and stands behind the intuitive evolution of conventional cell types.

Each integration/loss of an elemental into/from a higher‐rank

regulation module marks, by theoretical definition, the origin of a

cell type by genetic individuation. However, the evolutionary history

of such events will not be captured in a comparison of contemporary

cell‐type transcriptomes, unless there have survived all historical

sister cell types preserving intermediate ancestral states, which

means that it will return a flat current snapshot of actual cell‐type

phylogeny. A lucky exception may appear as neuronal cells, which

may exhibit a clearly nested hierarchy of cell‐type transcriptomes,

thus suggesting a succession of divergence events in an ancestral

regulation module (Arendt et al., 2019; Tasic, 2018; Zeng & Sanes,

2017). However, this scenario cannot be formally distinguished from

the flattening of multiple independent regulation modification events

having occurred in the individual histories of cell types, which

produced similar modern states but due to convergency.

When the elementals become recruited between regulation

modules, thus entailing cell‐type novelty by fusion, a scenario

becomes seriously more complex to form a phylogenetic network

of cell types (Figure 1). That is, the emergence of neurons themselves

would certainly not be described by hierarchic transcription. In fact,

this situation is the most common in cell‐type comparisons, with

epi‐ and endothelia being an extreme example, where the types

exhibit derived and interspersed patterns in cell‐type alignments

and clustering (Cazet et al., 2022; Tarashansky et al., 2021) or fall

widely across the clades of a proxy cell type phylogeny, both within‐

and between‐species (Wang et al., 2021). The deeper in time, the

more entangled this exchange becomes, eventually forming a dense

network of relationships, which means that the earliest history of cell

types will remain obscure.

The important notion ensuing is that an evolutionary comparison,

that is, any homology statement, is only valid between cell types at an

equivalent stage of differentiation when potentially homologous

regulation modules have already been deployed by the developmen-

tal programme. This means that stem cells or other intermediates are

not evolutionarily comparable with terminally committed cells,

whereas the intermediates themselves are to be compared at their

equivalent stages. As heterochrony of gene transcription is, obvi-

ously, common during cell differentiation, as well as because the

living cells may dynamically change or combine identities, any

evolutionary study of cell types becomes a delicate task requiring

special precautions, and, probably, this comparability condition will

not be fully satisfied in most cases due to the natural absence of a

fully comparable synchronic deployment window even between

terminally committed cells. This notion is likely to explain the

affinities inherently uniting various stem‐like and progenitor types

across cellular and phylogenetic lineages, as well as many of the

puzzling type–type similarities captured in embryonic and cross‐stage

ontogenetic comparisons (Cazet et al., 2022; Meyer et al., 2022;

Tarashansky et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021).

Based on the foregoing, strict homology can only be inferred in

practice for the genetic and lower‐rank regulation components of the

omnipotent cell's developmental programme. In principle, this also

applies to cases when certain regulators in a module become substituted

for same‐function analogues (e.g., TF substitution by same TF family

members), provided that the module's architecture remains unchanged

(e.g., see Schlosser [2021] for a discussion on module stability). Thereby,

homologous will appear many subcellular structures executing small

functions and driven by elemental regulations. By contrast, homology

statements are largely inapplicable to cell types, because the history of

genetic individuations (a cell‐type phylogeny) cannot be deduced from

extant cell states without having an explicit model of cell type

phylogenetic evolution (e.g., see Tanay & Sebé‐Pedrós [2021] for the

prospects in model development), which currently prohibits homology

separation from convergence. However, once developed, cell‐type

phylogenetics is likely to recover rich evolutionary networks whose

complexity increases dramatically towards the root of the animal tree,

with one‐to‐one homologies appearing rather exceptional and mostly

restricted to shallower and intraspecific levels. Likewise, the relatedness

of cell types cannot be inferred from relative age content of shared

signature genes, because a living cell is deployed by a heterogeneous

collection of elemental regulations with potentially distinct evolutionary

histories and it is only the degree of antiquity of the cell‐type functions

that becomes evident from phylostratigraphic data.

Although the above circumstances are to be considered for

correct interpretations of cell homology, the similarities revealed

from ‘flat’ transcriptomic comparisons certainly can be used to define
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cell‐type identities, as well as to capture evolutionary relatedness at

shallower phylogenetic levels of the origin of extant cell types.

Phenotypic convergence, in turn, appears to be universally common

at the cell level. A major source of convergency in evolutionarily related

cell types is concerted evolution (Figure 1). It occurs when changes

impact the CoRC elements shared by multiple cell types within an

organism, which alters transcription of the same end‐function genes

across these cell types (Musser & Wagner, 2015). A good illustration of

concerted evolution may serve neurons, where pan‐neuronal genes are

expressed jointly by most neuronal cell types, while being regulated by a

handful of homeobox TFs (Leyva‐Díaz & Hobert, 2022). Earlier studies

have demonstrated that partial deletion of specific enhancers affects

pan‐neuronal gene expression across neuronal types in the nematode C.

elegans (Stefanakis et al., 2015). Another well‐documented case revealing

the potential for concerted evolution are contractile genes shared across

different muscle cell types within Bilateria (Brunet et al., 2016; Steinmetz

et al., 2012).

Other forces shape convergent phenotypes in transcriptionally

distinct cells, such as cryptic morphotypes within morphologically

homogeneous cell populations, and those remain largely unexplored.

As a possibility, a handful of signature end‐function genes shared

between the distant types may suffice to produce similar cell

morphologies. However, a more realistic, and, at the same time, the

least elaborated explanation would be that the wealth of animal cell

morphology is driven by the complexity of genetic and epigenetic

regulatory mechanisms, including posttranslational protein modifica-

tion. Indeed, a phylogenomic analysis of the evolutionary dynamics of

all gene families sequenced across the animal tree of life systemati-

cally demonstrated that evolutionary innovation in animals cannot be

explained by gradual enrichment of the genomic repertoire (Fernán-

dez & Gabaldón, 2020). Instead, massive gain of novel animal genes

had only occurred in the root of the Metazoa and was followed by

rampant gene loss accompanied by local lineage‐specific duplications

or gains. Among the top ‘genome‐depleted’ are all deuterostomes

(and so all vertebrates), which, in spite, exhibit the greatest amount of

novelty at the cell and tissue levels. Therefore, the structural and

functional complexity of metazoans must have been shaped

concurrently by other evolutionary processes, particularly, the

expansion of distal cis‐regulators (e.g., Sebé‐Pedrós et al., 2016;

Sebé‐Pedrós, Chomsky, et al., 2018; Sebé‐Pedrós, Saudemont, et al.,

2018) and gain/change of cell function via the mechanisms of

creating multidomain proteins, including exon shuffling (e.g., Patthy,

2021). It is the matter of future discovery to understand how

cell phenotype stability is supported by the underlying gene

expression, if and how regulatory factor specificity or the end

function of regulated genes can be affected by engaging new specific

distal enhancers (Gaiti et al., 2017; Schwaiger et al., 2014; Sebé‐

Pedrós et al., 2016), promoter types (Lenhard et al., 2012), regulatory

RNAs and their binding sites (Gaiti et al., 2018) or other emerging

sources of genetic regulation and enrichment, such as transposable

elements (Mukherjee & Moroz, 2022).

Embracing the spectacular plasticity of the animal cell, shall we

abandon morphotype as a source of comparative evolutionary

information? Certainly not, since many traditionally related cell

morphotypes also exhibit transcriptional similarity, thus appearing

the legitimate relatives that share common descent. Sadly though, we

may probably never be able to reconstruct the outward appearance

of an urmetazoan ancestor, at least, until we learn how to predict

certain morphological ‘templates’ from particular genome–regulation

contexts. The exceptions may include certain ultrastructural features

which are usually driven by small, elemental cellular functions and

have conserved extant phenotypes (e.g., secretion vesicular traffick-

ing or flagellar motility). Meanwhile, the incredible capacity of the cell

to assemble and transform small functions beyond recognition (e.g.,

as with the synapse) should always be kept in mind.

Paradoxically, although being incredibly labile itself, the cell

produces more stable structures at a supracellular level—tissues,

organs and body plans, where common descent and homology

statements become more relevant. This stabilization is achieved via

the cell capacity to control stability of its differentiated states via

response to extrinsic stimuli. Conceptually, inductive cell–cell

signalling that appears in an incipient colony rewires certain cell‐

type deploying regulation modules of the developmental programme,

which, as more cells appear, become progressively dependent on the

previously deployed ones toward the establishment of a ratchet‐like

execution network, where some modules get irreversibly ‘en-

trenched’ and enter specific, time‐steady states in a spatially

controlled manner (see Libby & Ratcliff [2014] for a discussion on

the ratcheting principle with respect to cell function and transition to

multicellularity). It is this entrenchment of a complex and dynamic

regulatory network that stabilizes the formation of supracellular‐level

structures and imparts evolutionary stability to organismal morpho-

logical units. The reader is referred at this point to theoretical studies

on hierarchical regulatory character identity networks, which provide

a mechanistic framework for the developmental control of character

identities towards the proposal of a dynamic (vs. a ‘phylum’‐fixed)

concept of body plan evolution via stepwise accretion of complexity

as new interactions entail new dependencies and constraints

(DiFrisco & Wagner, 2022; G. P. Wagner, 2007, 2015).

In 1949, Alexey Zakhvatkin published his Synzoospore hypothe-

sis of the origin of Metazoa via transition from temporal to spatial cell

differentiation (Sachwatkin, 1956; Zakhvatkin, 1949). Grounding

solely in the evidence from protistology and embryology, this theory

appeared decades ahead of its time, but even today, some in the

scientific community hardly adopt this thinking due to a literal

interpretation of this transition as an assembly of genetically

heterogeneous, differentiated life cycle stages in a protistan ancestor

into an integrated, multicelled colony representing the first animal.

Instead, this phase transition was fuelled by the ability of sole animal

cell to differentiate into all states required to form the colony.

Heterochronic module deployment is a salient and inherent feature

of the cell developmental programme, whereby a variation in the

tempo of state–state trajectories does not break its correct

sequential execution. Thus, trunk patterning by HOX genes has been

recently shown to have shifted from premetamorphic stages to early

embryogenesis in the evolution of annelids, with such a
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heterochronic event being associated with noticeable changes in

transcriptomic and chromatin remodelling in primitive vs. derived

species (Martín‐Zamora et al., 2023). This case study well illustrates

the capacity of the developmental programme to ‘condense,’ in much

the same manner as it had once occurred when all the life‐cycle cell

states once imprinted in the genome of a unicelled ancestor became

executed by the first clonally multicellular holozoan.

8 | CONCLUSIONS

To briefly conclude, our understanding of the laws and mechanisms

that shape the cell in evolution and drive it along the path of

differentiation is largely in its infancy. Theoretical and experimental

progress is imperative in the near future for closing several major

gaps, primarily, in obtaining a formal definition of the cell type as a

biological and computational unit; developing a sound phylogenetic

framework for modelling cell type evolution, which is critically

required to infer cell type trees and networks from transcriptomic

data; and elucidating the genetic and regulatory bases of cell

phenotype stability both in evolution and cell lineage. In just a

decade, there has been a transformative change in perceptions that

have been shaped for over two centuries, showing that the cell is the

most flexible, omnipotent unit of living matter. As in the quantum

world, where the laws of classical mechanics do not apply, many

approaches of classical biology need to be reconsidered to under-

stand evolution and diversity at the cell level. The emerging

generalistic theory of cell types is already beginning to yield insights,

suggesting the existence of rather simple rules behind the complexity

of cell transformations, and that we should seek further discovery on

the way that Edmund B. Wilson envisaged: ‘The key to every

biological problem must finally be sought in the cell, for every living

organism is, or at some time has been, a cell’ (Wilson, 1925).
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